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NEWSLETTER
YEAR 1

TERRIFIC TREES
Year 1 have been learning about trees this week. In Forest School, they used CDs to look up at the tree
canopy. They identified different parts of the tree and named some of the trees they saw. Back in the
classroom, they did some dry printing, using printing ink and rollers. They traced over a drawing of a tree
then lifted off the paper to see the images.

DIARY
DATES
Monday 3 May
Bank Holiday Monday – School Closed

CAPTAIN TOM
100 CHALLENGE
Pre-Prep are embarking on completing
as many 100 challenges as they can on
Friday, including clapping, stomping,
jumping, dancing and hopping to name
a few! If you would like to donate, our
JustGiving page is here.

STARS OF
THE WEEK
Well done to this week’s Pre-Prep Stars
of the Week, who will receive a
certificate from Mr Jory:

YEAR 2

HOCKEY FANS
Year 2 have started hockey in PE and love it! This is them all kitted up ready to go.

Pre-School
Isaac A
Zoe W

Year 1
Emmelie P
Lila V

Reception
Jack T
Coco F
Rowan L

Year 2
Max W
Zofia H

RECEPTION

LET'S GO CAMPING
The Reception children found a map next to the guinea pig cage - they
think it must have been them that put it there! It lead them to Bottom
Orchard where they found bags of rope and sheets to make tents.
They decided the guinea pigs must have overheard them talking about
wanting to go camping and made it happen! Everyone had lots of fun
learning how to make tents between the trees!

PRE-SCHOOL FROGS

CREEPY CRAWLIES
Tommy discovered lots of caterpillars in the sandpit during morning play.
Everyone collected them up carefully and found that there were 14 in total!
The children took them inside, where they observed them under magnifying
glasses. They read factual books to learn more about caterpillars and what
they will change into. The children were fascinated to learn how the patterns
on some caterpillars are there to scare predators away!

RECEPTION

FABULOUS FLOWERS
Reception have enjoyed filling their hanging baskets with compost and flowers. They are looking forward to looking after them and enjoying the
beautiful aromas and colours as they grow.
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PRE-SCHOOL TADPOLES

CRAZY CROWNS
The Tadpoles had great fun choosing what to decorate their crowns
with and really loved wearing them. They also enjoyed the playground
in the sunshine and had a really fun PE session.

MINIS
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FUN IN THE COURTYARD
In their All About Me session last week, the Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday Minis enjoyed squirting and sponging down babies, painting inside
the outlines of their bodies using rollers and brushes, and scooping up
pebbles and soil in the construction zone. Sliding down the slide into the
ball pit was great fun too! They finished the session with some super
singing and plenty of bubbles to pop!

